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Radical Feminist Therapy Working in the Context of Violence SAGE Publications, Incorporated With an emphasis on violence
against women and on women's responses to it - such as depression, splitting and eating disturbances - this volume furthers the
radicalization of feminist therapy. It serves as a comprehensive introduction for trainees and as an ongoing resource for social service
workers and therapists. Providing detailed and grounded guidance, the author examines feminist approaches to working with women
and discusses issues often omitted or pathologized in general feminist counselling texts, including prostitutes battered by pimps and
self-mutilation. She explores such central questions as how women can empower themselves in a sexist society; what forms
internalized oppression takes and how clients can be hel Radical Feminist Therapy Working in the Context of Violence SAGE
Publications With an emphasis on violence against women and on women's responses to it - such as depression, splitting and eating
disturbances - this volume furthers the radicalization of feminist therapy. It serves as a comprehensive introduction for trainees and as
an ongoing resource for social service workers and therapists. Providing detailed and grounded guidance, the author examines
feminist approaches to working with women and discusses issues often omitted or pathologized in general feminist counselling texts,
including prostitutes battered by pimps and self-mutilation. She explores such central questions as how women can empower
themselves in a sexist society; what forms internalized oppression takes and how clients can be hel Radical Feminist Therapy
Working in the Context of Violence ILL RADICAL FEMINIST THERAPY ... The Foundation and Future of Feminist Therapy
Routledge Explore the obstacles and challenges involved in bringing feminist values and techniques into mainstream therapy Feminist
therapy has been challenging mainstream therapy thinking and practice for the past thirty years. The Foundation and Future of
Feminist Therapy is the ﬁrst book to provide a summary and compilation of that history. It describes the work of the major
contributors, early and recent, and gives a terriﬁc overview of the rich and radical development of feminist therapy from a variety of
perspectives. The Foundation and Future of Feminist Therapy honors the work of women such as Laura Brown, Iris Fodor, Miriam
Greenspan, Hannah Lerman, and Lenore Walker, who developed, and who continue to develop, feminist therapy theory and practice.
This book breaks new ground by envisioning a feminist-informed future in the areas of therapy practice, the education of therapists,
and community. It also provides an unﬂinching look at the challenges and threats to developing that future and oﬀers suggestions for
action. The Foundation and Future of Feminist Therapy includes the work of past and present contributors to feminist theory on topics
such as: the complex intertwining of gender and other oppressions the impact of race and ethnicity the eﬀects of sexual orientation,
age, class, disability, and refugee and immigrant status discussions about violence against women feminist theory from a wide range
of perspectives, from relational-cultural to multicultural theory perspectives on trauma the discussions at a conference that imagined
a future informed by feminist principles and much more! For those interested in feminist therapy theory, The Foundation and Future of
Feminist Therapy is an excellent starting point, and many references are provided for readers who want to pursue speciﬁc topics
further. This book will interest practicing therapists at all levels, including psychologists, counselors, and social workers. It is also
appropriate as a textbook for women’s studies, psychology of women, counseling, psychology, and social work classes. Feminist
Theories and Feminist Psychotherapies Origins, Themes, and Diversity, Second Edition Routledge An updated, readerfriendly guide to feminist theory and therapy! Feminist Theories and Feminist Psychotherapies: Origins, Themes, and Diversity,
Second Edition examines major feminist theoretical perspectives and links them to practical applications of feminist therapy. This
book focuses on the evolution of feminist therapy and how histor Feminist Therapy Amer Psychological Assn Part of a series which
discusses the history, theory and practice of diﬀerent theories, as well as primary change mechanisms, empirical basis and future
developments. Radically Speaking Feminism Reclaimed Spinifex Press The contributors to Radically Speaking show that a radical
feminist analysis cuts across class, race, sexuality, region, religion and across the generations. It is essential reading for Women's
Studies, sociology, cultural studies, and anyone interested in processes of social change. Thecollection reveals the global reach of
radical feminism and analyze the causes and solutions to patriarchal oppression. Seventy writers discuss their ideas and practice of
contemporary feminism. Voices of Feminist Therapy Routledge Feminist therapy was created in the late 1960s, concurrent with the
founding of The Association for Women in Psychology. Its early practitioners had diverse lifestyles, backgrounds, and often
unconventional training, but all had a common and radical goal of providing an alternative therapy for women whose mental health
was still deﬁned in terms of male-pleasing behaviours and rigid social roles. Originally published in 1995, the contributors share the
personal experiences and reﬂections that helped them revolutionize therapy for women, particularly poignant and instructive at the
time, as psychotherapy evolved from client-centred and individualistic to bureaucratic and socially and politically conservative. Art
Therapy for Social Justice Radical Intersections Routledge Art Therapy for Social Justice seeks to open a conversation about the
cultural turn in art therapy to explore the critical intersection of social change and social justice. By moving the practice of art therapy
beyond standard individualized treatment models, the authors promote scholarship and dialogue that opens boundaries; they envision
cross disciplinary approaches with a focus on intersectionality through the lens of black feminism, womanism, antiracism, queer
theory, disability studies, and cultural theory. In particular, speciﬁc programs are highlighted that re-conceptualize art therapy
practice away from a focus on pathology towards "models of caring" based on concepts of self-care, radical caring, hospitality, and
restorative practice methodologies. Each chapter takes a unique perspective on the concept of "care" that is invested in wellbeing.
The authors push the boundaries of what constitutes art in art therapy, re-conceptualizing notions of care and wellbeing as an ongoing
process, emphasizing the importance of self-reﬂexivity, and reconsidering the power of language and art in trauma narratives.
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Fundamental Feminism Radical Feminist History for the Future Routledge In this updated classic, Judith Grant provides a new
introduction and postscript that frames her original work as part of a larger argument about the importance of structuralism in radical
feminist ideas of patriarchy. Forewords by esteemed feminist theorists reintroduce the new edition to the latest generation of feminist
students and scholars. In Fundamental Feminism, Judith Grant explores the evolution of feminist theory in the context of today's
feminist thought. In the original work, Grant analzyed three core concepts in feminist theory – "woman," "experience," and "personal
politics" – from their origins in pamphlets and writings from the early women's liberation movement to their later constructions in
feminist thought. In this second edition, she argues for the pivotal role of early radical feminism and the longstanding inﬂuence of
these core assumptions on current theories including intersectional theory, queer theory structuralism and poststructuralism, and
ongoing discussions about the sexuality debates of the 1980s. Fundamental Feminism is provocative reading for anyone interested in
the history and future of feminist theory and the power of feminist politics. Feminist Theories and Feminist Psychotherapies
Origins, Themes, and Diversity Routledge An updated, reader-friendly guide to feminist theory and therapy! Feminist Theories and
Feminist Psychotherapies: Origins, Themes, and Diversity, Second Edition examines major feminist theoretical perspectives and links
them to practical applications of feminist therapy. This book focuses on the evolution of feminist therapy and how historical and
current feminist practices interconnect with feminist theoretical and political thought. This new edition contains numerous
improvements to further your research with new references, additional information on diversity issues, and more. Important updates
in this new edition include: the revision of every chapter to improve readability and update references the reorganization of content to
combine speciﬁc feminist theories and their corresponding therapies within the same chapter the expansion of the sections on
feminist therapy the substantial revision of the chapter on women-of-color feminisms and therapies to include Chicana and AsianAmerican feminisms the addition of two new chapters on global feminism, postmodernism, lesbian/queer feminisms, and third-wave
feminisms and therapy the revision of the chapter on integration to include models and issues that emerged during the last decade
Feminist Theories and Feminist Psychotherapies is an interactive text that includes self-reﬂection surveys to help you determine which
feminist theories and therapies you favor in practice. The ﬁnal chapter integrates theory and practice with questions for formulating
your own personal approach to feminist counseling and psychotherapy. This book is most useful to mental health professionals and
graduate students but accessible to undergraduate students as well. Feminist Theories and Feminist Psychotherapies concentrates on
major feminist theories and therapies, including: liberal feminist theory and therapy radical social change feminisms in feminist theory
and therapy cultural feminist theory and therapy women-of-color feminisms and feminist therapy global feminist theory and therapy
feminist postmodernism theory and therapy lesbian/queer feminisms and therapy third-wave feminisms and therapy Radical
Visionaries: Feminist Therapy Pioneers, 1970-1975 Routledge Radical Visionaries documents and honours those feminist
therapy pioneers of the 1970s who moved the mental health establishment, and possibly the world, through radical action, to begin to
consider women as fully human. It is remarkable today, even in these diﬃcult times, to realize how far we have come, and to know it
was these women who galvanized this move forward toward self-exploration and equality. As we move into the current era of
feminism and social justice, it is imperative to pause to consider how these ‘second wave’ feminist pioneers gave us feminist therapy
and all that followed from it. From the earliest stages of the movement, feminists used consciousness raising, which moved into the
notion of the egalitarian therapy and ultimately led toward a cultural shift towards female empowerment and the groundswell of
women into clinical psychology programs. These founding feminist therapists impacted structures including the criminal justice
system, divorce proceedings, domestic violence services, education, medicine, and banking. This book highlight these women’s
stories, told by the pioneers themselves, as they forged the trail for those of us who follow them. This book was originally published as
a special issue of Women & Therapy. Feminist Counselling Theory, Issues, and Practice Canadian Scholars’ Press "Speaking in a
clear, accessible, and highly engaging voice, it introduces readers to many key elements of contemporary feminist theory that are
absolutely essential for learning and practice in today's diverse counselling contexts. Contributors to the collection embrace the
complexities of marginalized people's lives and capture the histories and legacies---such as colonization, racism, and violence---that
shape women's varied situations and subjectivities, within and beyond Canada's borders. Of equal value, the wide array of voices,
issues, and vantage points included in this text all recognize the agency and creativity of individuals in contexts not of their own
making."---Carla Rice, Associate Professor Women's Studies Department, Trent University Feminist Foremothers in Women's
Studies, Psychology, and Mental Health Routledge Feminist Foremothers in Women’s Studies, Psychology, and Mental Health is
by and about the more recent wave of feminist foremothers; those who were awakened in the 1960s and ’70s to the realization that
something was terribly wrong. These are the women who created the ﬁelds of feminist therapy, feminist psychology, and women’s
mental health as they exist today. The 48 women share their life stories in the hope that they will inspire and encourage readers to
take their own risks and their own journeys to the outer edges of human possibility. Authors write about what led up to their
achievements, what their accomplishments were, and how their lives were consequently changed. They describe their personal stages
of development in becoming feminists, from unawareness to activism to action. Some women focus on the painful barriers to success,
fame, and social change; others focus on the surprise they experience at how well they, and the women’s movement, have done.
Some well-known feminist foremothers featured include: Phyllis Chesler Gloria Steinem Kate Millett Starhawk Judy Chicago Zsuszanna
Emese Budapest Andrea Dworkin Jean Baker Miller Carol Gilligan In Feminist Foremothers in Women’s Studies, Psychology, and Mental
Health, many of the women see in hindsight how prior projects and ideas and even dreams were the forerunners to their most
important work. They note the importance of sisterhood and the presence of other women and the loneliness and isolation
experienced when they don’t exist. They note the validation they have received from grassroots feminists in contrast to disbelief from
professionals. Although these women have been and continue to be looked up to as foremothers, they realize how little recognition
they’ve been given from society-at-large and how much better oﬀ their male counterparts are. Some foremothers write about the
feeling of being diﬀerent, not meshing with the culture of the time and about challenging the system as an outsider, not an insider.
These are women who had few mentors, who had to forge their own way, “hit the ground running.” Their stories will challenge readers
to press on, to continue the work these foremothers so courageously started. Throughout the pages of Feminist Foremothers in
Women’s Studies, Psychology, and Mental Health runs a sense of excitement and vibrancy of lives lived well, of being there during the
early years of the women’s movement, of making sacriﬁces, of taking risks and living to see enormous changes result. Throughout
these pages, too, sounds a call not to take these changes for granted but to recognize that feminists, rather than arguing over
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picayune issues or splitting politically correct hairs, are battling for the very soul of the world. Counseling to End Violence against
Women SAGE Feminist theory has viewed violence against women as being a result of a male-dominated society; however, traditional
counselling approaches to helping battered women have neither addressed this view nor encouraged social change. The author of this
challenging volume seeks to bridge this gap by incorporating feminist theory with counselling practice. Whalen argues that a
counsellor working with an abused woman should not aim merely to empower the client to change a situation that is intolerable for
that particular woman: the counsellor should also aim to change the social conditions that foster abuse. The author's model focuses on
women collectively seizing power and ending violence against all women. Gyn/Ecology The Metaethics of Radical Feminism
Beacon Press This revised edition includes a New Intergalactic Introduction by the Author. Mary Daly's New Intergalactic Introduction
explores her process as a Crafty Pirate on the Journey of Writing Gyn/Ecology and reveals the autobiographical context of this
"Thunderbolt of Rage" that she ﬁrst hurled against the patriarchs in 1979 and no hurls again in the Re-Surging Movement of Radical
Feminism in the Be-Dazzling Nineties. Changing Our Minds Lesbian Feminism and Psychology NYU Press Oﬀers a feminist
perspective on psychotherapy, and argues that women should stop seeing themselves as victims who need to recover The Family
Interpreted Psychoanalysis, Feminism, And Family Therapy This brilliantly argued, beautifully written book-now with a new
introduction by the author-uses theories of feminist psychotherapy to present a new model of clinical psychotherapy. Feminism and
the Contradictions of Oppression Routledge Feminism and the Contradictions of Oppression is a penetrating and comprehensive
study of the development of feminism over the last thirty years. The ﬁrst part of this major new textbook examines feminist theory
and feminist political strategy. The second section examines how contradictions of class, race, subculture and sexuality divide women.
The ﬁnal part explores ways out of the impasse. This level-headed and challenging book is one of the most notable contributions to
feminism in recent years. Gender Hurts A Feminist Analysis of the Politics of Transgenderism Routledge It is only recently that
transgenderism has been accepted as a disorder for which treatment is available. In the 1990s, a political movement of transgender
activism coalesced to campaign for transgender rights. Considerable social, political and legal changes are occurring in response and
there is increasing acceptance by governments and many other organisations and actors of the legitimacy of these rights. This
provocative and controversial book explores the consequences of these changes and oﬀers a feminist perspective on the ideology and
practice of transgenderism, which the author sees as harmful. It explores the eﬀects of transgenderism on the lesbian and gay
community, the partners of people who transgender, children who are identiﬁed as transgender and the people who transgender
themselves, and argues that these are negative. In doing so the book contends that the phenomenon is based upon sex stereotyping,
referred to as 'gender' – a conservative ideology that forms the foundation for women's subordination. Gender Hurts argues for the
abolition of ‘gender’, which would remove the rationale for transgenderism. This book will be of interest to scholars and students of
political science, feminism and feminist theory and gender studies. Radical Feminism Today SAGE Radical Feminism Today oﬀers a
timely and engaging account of exactly what feminism is, and what it is not. Author Denise Thompson questions much of what has
come to be taken for granted as `feminism' and points to the limitations of implicitly deﬁning feminism in terms of `women', `gender',
`diﬀerence' or `race//gender//class'. She challenges some of the most widely accepted ideas about feminism and in doing so opens up
a number of hitheto closed debates, allowing for the possibility of moving those debates further. Psychiatry and the Business of
Madness An Ethical and Epistemological Accounting Springer Based on extensive research, this book is a fundamental critique
of psychiatry that examines the foundations of psychiatry, refutes its basic tenets, and traces the workings of the industry through
medical research and in-depth interviews. Radical Feminism Quadrangle/The New York Times Book Company Feminist Therapy
Theories of Psychotherapy Seri APA oﬀers the Theories of Psychotherapy Series as a focused resource for understanding the major
theoretical models practiced by psychotherapists today. Each book presents a concentrated review of the history, key concepts, and
application of a particular theoretical approach to the assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of clients. The series emphasizes solid
theory and evidence-based practice, illustrated with rich case examples featuring diverse clients. Practitioners and students will look
to these books as Jewels of information and inspiration. Book jacket. Who Stole Feminism? How Women Have Betrayed Women
Simon and Schuster Reviewers of this book have praised Christina Hoﬀ Sommer's well-reasoned argument against many feminists'
reliance on misleading, politically motivated 'facts' about how women are victimised. Women and Madness Chicago Review Press
Feminist icon Phyllis Chesler's pioneering work, Women and Madness, remains startlingly relevant today, nearly ﬁfty years since its
ﬁrst publication in 1972. With over 2.5 million copies sold, this landmark book is unanimously regarded as the deﬁnitive work on the
subject of women's psychology. Now back in print, this completely revised and updated edition adds perspectives on eating disorders,
postpartum depression, biological psychology, important feminist political ﬁndings, female genital mutilation, and more. Feminist
Perspectives in Therapy Empowering Diverse Women John Wiley & Sons Feminist Perspectives in Therapy: Empowering Diverse
Womenaddresses core issues in feminist psychological practice along withstrategies and techniques for understanding the
development andexperiences of women throughout their lives. Two leading feministpsychologists provide a model that integrates
feminist andmulticultural theory and practice, incorporating both internal andexternal sources of women's psychological distress
andwell-being. This Second Edition is ﬁlled with valuable information on thelatest developments in research and major issues faced
bytherapists treating women, along with clinical case studies thatprovide practical examples of how to put theory intopractice. Topics
covered include: * Promoting physical and psychological health * Confronting interpersonal abuse and violence * Balancing career and
family * Integrating multicultural and diversity issues * Negotiating relationships Complete with self-assessment activities,
experimental exercises,and resources for further reading, Feminist Perspectives inTherapy: Empowering Diverse Women, Second
Edition is a practicalbook for students and a valuable resource for mental healthprofessionals. Readings in Therapy Radical
Feminist Perspectives Transformative Family Therapy Just Families in a Just Society Allyn & Bacon Personal and relational
problems are situated in broader social issues to form a healing context."--BOOK JACKET. The Oxford Handbook of Feminist
Counseling Psychology Oxford University Press This handbook summarizes the progress, current status, and future directions
relevant to feminist multicultural perspectives in counseling psychology. It emphasizes enduring topics within counseling psychology
such as human growth and development, ethics, ecological frameworks, and counseling theory and practice. Intersectionality, social
justice, and the diverse social identities of women and girls are featured prominently. Feminism Is for Everybody Passionate
Politics Routledge What is feminism? In this short, accessible primer, bell hooks explores the nature of feminism and its positive
promise to eliminate sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression. With her characteristic clarity and directness, hooks encourages
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readers to see how feminism can touch and change their lives—to see that feminism is for everybody. Out from the Shadows
Analytical Feminist Contributions to Traditional Philosophy Oxford University Press on Demand This collection draws together
18 papers on topics in standard areas of traditional analytical philosophy, written from a feminist perspective. It brings out traditional
philosophy by challenging it in a constructive, socially critical way that is essential for philosophy's fundamental goal of pursuing truth
that matters. Freedom Feminism Its Surprising History and why it Matters Today Aei Press Women s equality is one of the
great achievements of Western civilization. Yet most American women today do not consider themselves feminists. Why is the term
that describes one of the great chapters in the history of freedom in such disrepute? In Freedom Feminism: Its Surprising History and
Why It Matters Today, Christina Hoﬀ Sommers seeks to recover the lost history of American feminism by introducing readers to
conservative feminism s forgotten heroines. More importantly, she demonstrates that a modern version of conservative feminism in
which women are free to employ their equal status to pursue happiness in their own distinctive ways holds the key to a feminist
renaissance. "Freedom Feminism" is a primer in theValues & Capitalism seriesintended for college students. Relational-Cultural
Therapy Theories of Psychotherapy Seri In this second edition of Relational-Cultural Therapy (RCT), Judith V. Jordan explores the
history, theory, and practice of relationship centered, culturally oriented psychotherapy. Since the ﬁrst edition, RCT has been widely
embraced, with new research and applications, including developing curricula in social science graduate programs, providing a
theoretical frame for an E.U.-sponsored symposiums, and enhancing team-building in workplaces. Feminist Theory From Margin to
Center Routledge When Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center was ﬁrst published in 1984, it was welcomed and praised by feminist
thinkers who wanted a new vision. Even so, individual readers frequently found the theory "unsettling" or "provocative." Today, the
blueprint for feminist movement presented in the book remains as provocative and relevant as ever. Written in hooks's characteristic
direct style, Feminist Theory embodies the hope that feminists can ﬁnd a common language to spread the word and create a mass,
global feminist movement. The Foundation and Future of Feminist Therapy Routledge Explore the obstacles and challenges
involved in bringing feminist values and techniques into mainstream therapy Feminist therapy has been challenging mainstream
therapy thinking and practice for the past thirty years. The Foundation and Future of Feminist Therapy is the ﬁrst book to provide a
summary and compilation of that history. It describes the work of the major contributors, early and recent, and gives a terriﬁc
overview of the rich and radical development of feminist therapy from a variety of perspectives. The Foundation and Future of
Feminist Therapy honors the work of women such as Laura Brown, Iris Fodor, Miriam Greenspan, Hannah Lerman, and Lenore Walker,
who developed, and who continue to develop, feminist therapy theory and practice. This book breaks new ground by envisioning a
feminist-informed future in the areas of therapy practice, the education of therapists, and community. It also provides an unﬂinching
look at the challenges and threats to developing that future and oﬀers suggestions for action. The Foundation and Future of Feminist
Therapy includes the work of past and present contributors to feminist theory on topics such as: the complex intertwining of gender
and other oppressions the impact of race and ethnicity the eﬀects of sexual orientation, age, class, disability, and refugee and
immigrant status discussions about violence against women feminist theory from a wide range of perspectives, from relational-cultural
to multicultural theory perspectives on trauma the discussions at a conference that imagined a future informed by feminist principles
and much more! For those interested in feminist therapy theory, The Foundation and Future of Feminist Therapy is an excellent
starting point, and many references are provided for readers who want to pursue speciﬁc topics further. This book will interest
practicing therapists at all levels, including psychologists, counselors, and social workers. It is also appropriate as a textbook for
women’s studies, psychology of women, counseling, psychology, and social work classes. Radical Feminism A Documentary
Reader NYU Press This text permits the original work of radical feminists to speak for itself. Comprised of pivotal documents written
by US radical feminists, the book contains both unpublished and previously published material. The Rise of Feminism A
Psychoanalyst Probes the Meaning of a Movement Independently Published Feminism is perhaps the most inﬂuential political
movement of our times. In this volume a noted psychoanalyst looks at the history of feminism, analyzes its eﬀect on American and
world culture, and sheds light on its ultimate meaning. The book shows how, over the course of a hundred years, feminism became
more than a political movement; it became a way of life and a new morality to many, and those who spoke out against the feminist
doctrine were seen as engaging in hate speech and as proclaiming themselves to be culturally backwards. How did feminism get to
this place? Fulﬁlling his psychoanalytic commitment to search for the truth, the author examines the psychological underpinnings of
the women's movement. He looks at its stated goals (its conscious mind) in comparison with its ultimate consequences (its
unconscious byproducts) and wonders whether feminism took society to a place that was beneﬁcial to all And he examines whether it
achieved its original goal of equality between men and women.On a more personal level, the author details his own involvement with
the movement from his youth to the present, and describes various encounters with radicals. He tells about feeling hurt by the
constant trashing of males that was part and parcel of the feminist movement, and how he was concerned about the demise of
gender balance caused by feminism. He observes feminism's idealization of one gender and demonization of the other and writes of
his concerned about the eﬀect of this imbalance on the family, child-rearing and on the quality of life. This volume argues that as
feminism became more radical and as its focus shifted from equal rights to a wholesale reconstruction of culture, it created more
chaos and confusion than meaning. This important volume takes a backward glance at one of the most powerful political movements
of our time." The Revolt Against Psychiatry A Counterhegemonic Dialogue Springer Nature A real eye-opener, this riveting
anti/critical psychiatry book is comprised of original cutting-edge dialogues between Burstow (an antipsychiatry theorist and activist)
and other leaders in the “revolt against psychiatry,” including radical practitioners, lawyers, reporters, activists, psychiatric survivors,
academics, family members, and artists. People in dialogue with the author include Indigenous leader Roland Chrisjohn, psychiatrist
Peter Breggin, survivor Lauren Tenney, and scholar China Mills. The single biggest focus/tension in the book is a psychiatry abolition
position versus a critical psychiatry (or reformist) position. In the scope of this project, Burstow considers the ways racism, genocide,
Indigeneity, sexism, media bias, madness, neurodiversity, and strategic activism are intertwined with critical and antipsychiatry.
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